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INTRODUCTION

Raw materials quality control
Finished products quality control
Instrument calibration and maintenance
Stability
Lab inventory and reagents tracking
Statistical quality control charting
CFR 21 Part 11 compliance
Automated reporting
Instrument integration
ERP integration
CoA generation

LIMS as a Platform for pharmaceutical laboratories facilitates:

Electronic signatures
Out of specification tracking
Product re-grading
CAPA
Supplier tracking
Reduced testing
Confirmatory testing
Formulations
Staff training tracking

By providing LIMS as a platform QLIMS not only handles the
laboratory tracking end to end, but enables the vast amount of
quality control data to be readily available for mining and analytics to
the business. This enables data driven decision making. 
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EFFICIENCY,
AUTOMATION &
COMPLIANCE

Pharmaceutical quality control laboratories process a large number of
samples on a regular basis which generates large amounts of data. 

The process contains multiple steps, complex procedures and calculations
which require meticulous care. QLIMS facilitates this process using the
latest technology to provide an easy to use interface and secure
automation between both systems and instruments to maximise laboratory
resources and make complex tasks easy. Every step of the way captured in
the audit trail.
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QLIMS easily allows laboratory
data to be accessed and
integrated with the broader
organisation.

DATA DRIVEN

The goal of each business is to make better more
informed decisions to benefit their operations and
ultimately customers. The way to do this is to be
data driven which involves being able to easily
access business critical data. QLIMS's inbuilt
business intelligence (BI) reporting is one way to
achieve this. 

View and export important operational data and
management information with the click of a button.
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IQ - relating to technical verification like deployment and backup.
OQ - protocols for core functions including access control, alerts and
audit thus significantly reducing validation effort needed by the client.
PQ - pre-documented protocol to guide the client.

Fast track your IQ/OQ/PQ validation with a proven CFR 21 Part 11 compliant
SaaS LIMS for use in GMP and pharmaceutical environments.

he validation package includes detailed documentation for:
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VALIDATION SUPPORT
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ERP INTERFACE

QLIMS can be easily integrated will all major ERP solutions allowing for
complete end to end automation. Both receiving batches/samples and
sending back a final result as well as information required for finance.

Being completely API based and fully documented, integration can be
performed by OnQ Software, the customer's own IT or through our partner
network of certified developers.



CONFIGURATION
OVER
CUSTOMISATION

create role based configurations
add new user defined fields
reference fields in other parts of the LIMS
change lookup types from searchable grids,
drop down or auto complete
hide fields, change their labels positions

Laboratory staff must be able to implement and
maintain their LIMS without the need for
software development or coding knowledge. 

Using the native tools in QLIMS users can:

For laboratories who have validated their system
the flexibility to configure like this not only
saves time in actually making the change, but
also costs in re-validating, documentation and
deployment procedures.

What if you could ensure
quick system adoption and
procedural best practices?

With the click of a button
QLIMS presents the user a
simple form which guides
them to enter the required
information in an intuitive
and meaningful way.

EASY WORKFLOW
CREATION
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TEST SPECIFICATIONS

Easily configure different
types of tests including
qualitative such as
appearance and colour, and
quantitative such as pH,
assay and dissolution. Then
set all the test limits decimal
precision, calculations, units
of measurement, automatic-
validation rules and much
more.

All test specifications and
version controlled to ensure
data integrity and
traceability.



Instrument calibration scheduling and maintenance
Complaints & Preventative Actions
Materials and Reagents tracking
Training & Course Management

QLIMS helps to achieve and/or maintain compliance for your lab without
adding more paperwork.

QLIMS goes beyond the ensuring complete traceability from sample reception
to report for customers in highly regulated environments like GMP. Features
are aligned with ISO17025 and include complimentary processes such as:
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REGULATORY SUPPORT -
ISO17025
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CONFIRMATORY
TESTING

In some laboratories, less
precise and less expensive
screening test methods are used
to measure analytes in order to
increase the efficiency of the
laboratory.

QLIMS can direct the user to
approved confirmatory tests
based on results being outside
of limits.

REDUCED TESTING

QLIMS can easily accommodate
many different scenarios and
improve testing efficiency.

Many pharma labs reduce the
amount of testing that is
performed on either the product
or raw material received from
suppliers. This can be defined in
test methods as required
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